Abstract. The production of about half of the heavy elements in nature occurs via the r-process, i.e. a combination of rapid neutron captures, inverse photodisintegrations, and slower β -decays, β -delayed processes as well as fission and possibly interactions with neutrino fluxes. A correct understanding and modelling of this nucleosynthesis process requires the knowledge of nuclear properties far from stability and a detailed description of the astrophysical environments. Experiments at radioactive ion beam facilities have played a pioneering role in exploring the characteristics of nuclear structure in terms of masses and β -decay properties. Initial examinations paid attention to short-lived "waiting-point" nuclei with magic neutron numbers related to the location and height of the solar-system r-process abundance peaks, while more recent activities, mainly in the 132 Sn region, focus on the evolution of shell effects as a function of isospin. In this context, shape transitions and the erosion of the classical shell gaps with possible occurrence of new magic numbers play an important role. Consequences of improved theoretical and experimental nuclear data on calculations of the r-process matter flow will be presented, and the applicability of the long-lived actinides 232 Th and 238 U as cosmo-chronometers will be discussed.
INTRODUCTION
Interactions between nuclear astrophysics, cosmochemistry and nuclear physics have been long standing [1, 2, 3] . To the nuclear chemist or physicist, many phenomena in the Universe represent grand-scale experiments under conditions that cannot be replicated on earth. To the astrophysicist, nuclear structure represents experimental and theoretical sources of data which are needed to model meteoritic and astronomical observations of various astrophysical scenarios. Examples of this dichotomy are the explanation of the energy production in stars and the postulation of different nucleosynthesis processes as the origin of the chemical elements up to Th, U and Pu.
Already in the mid 1950's it was recognized that the abundance features of solar-system matter (N¤ ) beyond Fe [4] are correlated with the positions of the neutron shell closures at N=50, 82 and 126. The splitting of the abundance peaks in the mass regions A¥ 90, 140 and 200 in fact reveals the first clear signature of basically two types of processes consisting of sequences of neutroncaptures and β -decays with quite different astrophysical environments having either slow (s-process) or rapid (rprocess) neutron-capture properties.
Besides this basic understanding, the history of rprocess research has been quite diverse in suggested astrophysical scenarios (for reviews, see e.g. [5, 6, 7] . When starting with an initial seed distribution around A=60, already the observed N r¦ ¤ peaks at A¥ 80, 130 and 195 suggest that the operation of an r-process requires 10 to 150 neutrons per seed nucleus to run this process through far-unstable nuclei (such as N=50 80 Zn, N=82 130 Cd and N=126 195 Tm) up to the heaviest elements in nature. From this it becomes immediately clear that the required conditions for such a process can only be provided by explosive scenarios. Although even today the question of the exact r-process site is still an open one, two promising astrophysical settings are suggested most frequently, type II supernovae (SNII) with postulated high-entropy ejecta (see, e.g. [8, 9] ) and neutron star mergers or similar events, i.e. jets or accretion disks in γ-ray bursts which eject matter with low entropies (see, e.g. [10, 11, 12] .
Observations of ultra-metal-poor (UMP) halo stars indicate the history of early galactic evolution. Moreover, cosmo-chronometer abundances measured in UMP objects provide an independent detremination of the age of our galaxy. In addition, the observed abundances in these stars may help to solve the problem, whether a superposition of a series of r-process events with different environmental conditions led to the present N r¦ ¤ composition, or -alternatively -a single scenario occuring each time with the same astrophysical conditions is its origin (see, e.g. [13, 14] ). From the recent observational evidence for (at least) two r-process types [15, 16] , a combination of both options might be the answer.
NUCLEAR PHYSICS NEEDS FOR R-PROCESS CALCULATIONS
After this ad hoc introduction of sites, we briefly want to recall the astrophysical environment conditions and the required nuclear-physics input for a successful r-process (for a detailed description, see e.g. [5, 16, 17] . The necessary high neutron-density and temperature environments result in local mass regions with quasi (statistical) equilibria (QSE) in the form of isotopic chains for each element in an (n,γ) § (γ,n) equilibrium. Hereby, the equilibrium balance is set by neutron separation energies (S n ), which in principle determine the r-process path. The connecting weak interactions for the r-process are the β © -decays at the "waiting points". They are the bottle necks for the r-process matter flow and determine the initial abundance pattern in the r-process path. During freeze-out, β -delayed neutron (β dn) emission modifies the odd-even-Z staggered progenitor abundances during decay back to stability to the observed, smoothened N r¦ ¤ distribution. Process time-scales in access of β -decay half-lives (T 1 2 ) lead to an aditional steady flow equilibrium. In this case -i.e. the classical "waiting-point approximation" [1] -the knowledge of only three nuclear parameters (i) masses (in particular the S n values of oddneutron isotopes), (ii) T 1 2 (in particular of even-neutron nuclei) and (iii) β dn-branching (P n -values), would be sufficient to determine the whole set of r-process abundances for a given environmental condition in terms of neutron density (n n ) and temperature (T 9 =10 9 K). Already more than a decade ago, results by Kratz et al. [18, 19] (based on the first experimental information on the "waiting-point" nuclei 80 Zn and 81¦ 83 Ga at N=50, and 130 Cd and 131¦ 133 In at N=82), have indicated that this is, indeed, the case for conditions which reproduce the lowmass wings of the A¥ 80 and A¥ 130 peak regions of the N r¦ ¤ distribution. In general, equilibria simplify the understanding of explosive nucleosynthesis processes, and individual cross sections play a much less role than reaction Q-values.
For dynamic r-process calculations within complete reaction networks neutron-capture rates are needed to correctly model the final freeze-out during the backdecay from the initial abundances [9, 20, 21] . Moreover, fission barriers and fission fragment mass distributions have to be known in order to describe "fission recycling" in high neutron density scenarios. Furthermore, neutrino reactions play an important role for determining the initial neutron excess in r-process models, and may lead to moderate processing of r-process timescales and abundances [22] . In the following, we will restrict ourselves to discussing the influence of gross features of nuclei, which are the most important parameters governing the evolution of the r-process.
EXPERIMENTAL INFORMATION ON R-PROCESS NUCLEI
As has been discussed in detail elsewhere (see, e.g. [23, 16] ), there are two types of nuclear structure information that may help to solve r-process problems. First, there is the quite obvious need for nuclear masses, halflives and P n -values of "waiting-point" isotopes located in the r-process boulevard and in particular at magic neutron shells. Second, also the evolution of shell structure with increasing distance from stability, i.e. within isotopic or isotonic chains, must be understood. This can provide important insights into "new" effects such as shell quenching or reduced pairing. In addition, this may serve as a basis for more reliable model extrapolations towards the neutron dripline. It originated from such systematic studies in the A¥ 100 mass region that already a decade ago Kratz and collaborators concluded that "the calculated r-abundance hole in the A¥ 120 region" , observed in several r-process calculations, "reflects ... the weakening of the shell strength ... below 132 Sn 82 " [19] . This was -in fact -the main motivation for a series of detailed spectroscopic investigations in the subsequent years at CERN/ISOLDE below and beyond the doubly magic 132 Sn. These studies have been benefitting from increasing selectivity in the production, separation and detection of isotopically pure beams using a neutron converter, laser ion sources, isobar separation and multiparameter detector systems (see, e.g. [23, 24] ).
Presently, experimental masses of only 9 r-process "waiting-point" nuclei (2 at A¥ 80 and 7 at A¥ 132) are known [25] . The situation as concerns the gross β -decay properties, T 1 2 -and P n -values, is somewhat better, since they have been experimentally determined for about 35 nuclei in the r-process boulevard (cf. Table 1 ). The majority of these nuclei lie near the tops of the N=50 and N=82 closed neutron shell "ladders". These experimental facts including the knowledge on nuclear properties closer to stability are available in compilations, see e.g. [25, 26] . Nevertheless, the current nuclearphysics understanding of r-process nucleosynthesis still strongly depends on the prediction by theoretical models on the evolution of the aforementioned quantities of very neutron-rich nuclei.
NUCLEAR MASSES
The mass of a nucleus is one of its foremost properties. Today, a substantial number of theoretical approaches to calculate nuclear masses are used and are tabulated in many data bases, e.g. ADNDT or ENDF. The sophistication of these models is, however, quite different and should therefore be clear before they are applied to r- [29, 30] ). The key question in this context is: Are the masses calculated for unknown nuclei reliable, or do the model predictions diverge ouside the experimental data set to which their parameters were adjusted to? This question is best addressed, if published masses obtained from models of interest are compared to experimental findings measured after the publication of the calculations.
It has been claimed by some, in particular by the Montreal-Brussels group (see e.g. [30] ), that mass models that go beyond the SP ansatz, e.g. the Skyrme Hartree-Fock-Bogolyubov (HFB) mass models, would by virtue of their added microscopic complexity have the desired predictive power. However, a recent test of various HFB based predictions and the "macroscopicmicroscopic" FRDM model results against the substantially expanded experimental data base of NUBASE [25] , clearly shows that this expectation has so far not been fulfilled [29, 31] . In addition, it is pointed out in [29] that -in contrast to the most recent HFB model versionsthe FRDM mass model from 1992 exhibits extraordinary reliability in the regions where new data far from stability have become available. It is furthermore noticed that although the rms error in all above models is less than 0.7 MeV, they strongly diverge when extrapolated to the neutron drip line. Therefore, when considering e.g. the possibility of "quenching" of the neutron shell gaps as the neutron dripline is approached -a matter of great astrophysical importance (see e.g. [19, 16] ) -the predictive power of all present mass model approaches is doubtful. Moreover, there seem to be some fundamental problems with the so-called "selfconsistent microscopic" HFB mean-field models of the Montreal-Brussels group. In their attempts to optimize the global mass fits, the authors have introduced several (partly hidden) inconsistencies, such as: (i) the treatment of odd-nucleon systems with non-timereversal operators, (ii) the fitting of too strong pairing strengths for protons and neutrons, (iii) the addition of a second Wigner term with unclear physical motivation, and (iv) the choice of a rather low energy value (between 27 and 28 MeV) for the symmetry coefficient [29] .
Despite all the commendable efforts, starting from the early ETFSI calculations (see e.g. [32] ) via the HF-BCS approaches (see e.g. [33] ) to the HFB-2 to HFB-9 models (see e.g. [29, 30] ), with the above mentioned inconsistencies even the most recent HF mean-field model versions have not yet reached the status of being "selfconsistent" and "fully microscopic". In any case, it is somehow worrying to see the number of fit-parameters in these approaches increasing up to about 20 when practically no improvement of the quality of the fits to known masses is achieved. This is most evident in the mass regions relevant to r-process calculations, i.e. the far-unstable regions of the neutron shell closures and shape transition.
As an example for the present situation of mass predictions at magic neutron shells, Figure 1 gives a comparison of the experimental N=82 shell gap (defined as the energy difference of the two-neutron separation energies S 2n at N=82 and N=84) as a function of atomic number Z with several mass model predictions. The message from this figure is unsatisfactory: none of the models is able to reproduce the overall experimental trend and in particular the reduction of the shell gap on both sides of the doubly-magic 132 Sn nucleus. With respect to astrophysical calculations of the A¥ 130 N r¦ ¤ peak, the FIGURE 1. The N=82 shell gap as a function of Z. Theoretical mass predictions (GTNM, short dashed line [27] ; FRDM, thick line [28] ; ETFSI-Q, long dashed line [34] ; HFB-2, dashed dotted line [33] ; HFB-8, thin line [30] ) are compared to experimental values from NUBASE [25] .
region below Z=50 is of particular interest. In this region the FRDM shows no "quenching" of the N=82 shell gap, but rather an increase down to Z¥ 42. On the other hand, the recent HFB-2 to HFB-8 models do not reproduce the pronounced extremum of the gap at Z¥ 50, but predict a rather structureless decrease of the shell gap from Z¥ 70 to Z¥ 40. In the astrophysically relevant mass region, the ETFSI-Q model [34] , which -according to the authors [29] -should be replaced by the more recent Skyrme HFB-2 to HFB-8 models, provides the "best" trend. In any case, the astrophysical consequence is clear: without the experimental masses below 132 Sn, -note in particular the recent Q β measurement of N=82 130 Cd [24] -together with the corresponding short-range extrapolations of Audi et al. [25] , any realistic astrophysical calculation of the A¥ 130 N r¦ ¤ peak would result in unreliable r-abundances. This consequently leads to an incorrect description of the r-process matter flow through this most important bottle-neck region. It has been shown [7, 16] that this has considerable consequences for the build-up of the heavier r-elements up to the 3rd peak region at A¥ 195, and in turn will even influence the nucleosynthesis prediction of the actinide cosmo-chronometers leading to unreliable determinations of the age of our Galaxy [35] .
GROSS β -DECAY PROPERTIES
Theoretically, the two integral β -decay quantities, the half-life (T 1 2 ) and the β dn-emission probability (P n ), are interrelated via their usual definition in terms of the so-called β -strength function (see e.g. [36] ).
T 1 2 may yield information on average β -feeding of a nucleus. However, since transition rates to low-lying daughter states are strongly enhanced by the phase-space factor of β -decay, f ∝ Q β E i 5 , the largest contribution to T 1 2 is produced by decays to the lowest-energy resonances in S β (E i ), i.e. from (near-)ground state allowed Gamow-Teller (GT) or first-forbidden (ff) transitions. Similarly, P n -defined as the ratio of the integral β -intensity to neutron unbound states to the total β -intensity -has also only a limited physical significance, again due to the Q β E i 5 dependence of the Fermi function. It mainly reflects the β -feeding to the energy region just beyond S n . Nevertheless, these two gross β -decay features taken into account jointly may well provide some information on the nuclear structure that determines the disintegration properties of a nucleus.
Over the years several theoretical approaches have been applied to model β -decay (for a recent review see e.g. [37] ). Like in the case of mass models theoretical approaches predicting T 1 2 -and P n -values can be subdivided into two major classes:
1. models based on algebraic expressions having phenomenologically derived parameters. Typical examples are the Kratz-Herrmann formula [38] , the Gross Theory of β -decay [39] and more recent extensions [40] . These approaches can be considered to be analoguous to the liquid-drop model of nuclear masses.
2. models that solve the microscopic Schrödinger or Dirac equation using an effective nuclear interaction, which can be subdivided into approaches that use either a single particle or a Hartree-Fock-type ansatz. Examples are the FRDM+QRPA [28, 36] , the ETFSI+cQRPA [41] , the more recent HFB+QRPA [42, 43] , the relativistic PN-QRPA [44] and large-scale shell model [45, 46] treatments.
Some approaches emphasize global applicability, whereas others seek self consistency or the comprehensive inclusion of nuclear correlations. Unfortunately, to date none of these models incorporates all important correlations. Most models still have strong limitations, e.g. they are restricted to GT-transitions [28, 41, 42, 44] , to spherical shapes [41, 42, 43, 44, 45] , to even-even nuclei [42, 44] or have too small shell model spaces [45, 46] . Therefore, these models describe successfully only a small mass region, if their ingredients are kept fixed [41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46] . Unfortunately, the information made available in order to judge the physical reliability of these approaches when it comes to calculating T 1 2 -and P n -values is often very limited, and it is worrying to see no improvement in global calculations for astrophysical applications. For the time being, these models are unsuitable as a basis for dynamical r-process calculations.
There is so far only one consistent macroscopicmicroscopic approach with global applicability capable of predicting a variety of nuclear properties, e.g. ground state masses, shapes, level energies, spins and parities as well as gross β -decay properties, which are needed for detailed dynamical r-process calculations: namely the FRDM+QRPA. The most recent version of this model having included ff-corrections shows an average error in predicting T 1 2 for nuclei with half-lives less than one second with respect to the experimental values of about 3. Accordingly, the average error for P n -values is 3.5 (cf. fig. 4 and 5 in [36] ).
Progress in the aforementioned approaches certainly asks for more than just the reproduction of experimentally known gross β -decay properties, but for a detailed prediction of the full β -strength distribution, which has to be deduced from quantities such as Q β , the main GTand low-lying ff-transitions and their log(ft)-values, in key r-process nuclei. To date this information is only available for two such nuclei, i.e. N=50 80 Zn [47] and N=82 130 Cd [24] . As shown in figure 4 of Ref. [24] , the improved nuclear structure knowledge at N=82 -in particular the observation of "shell quenching" below 132 Sn -has lead to a considerably better reproduction of the width of the N r¦ ¤ -peak at A¥ 130. And our current understanding of the r-process is that the total matter flow to heavier masses is mainly governed by this bottleneck in its "ladder"-like pathway at N=82.
R-ABUNDANCE OBSERVATIONS AND COSMO-CHRONOMETERS
Using the improvements in the nuclear physics input mentioned before, we have performed r-process parameter studies and extensive network calculations in order to reproduce the observed Solar-system isotopic N r¦ ¤ pattern as shown in the upper panel of figure 2 . Also shown is the result of a N r -distribution that has been generated from a superposition of sixteen neutron-density (entropy) components for the "quenched" ETFSI-Q mass model. This largely model independent but rather simplistic equilibrium approach [19, 16] is surprisingly well validated by the detailed dynamic network calculations based on the astrophysically more realistic SN II highentropy neutrino wind scenario [9, 21] .
The isotopic N r¦ ¤ yields can easily be converted to elemental abundances, given in the lower panel of figure  2 for the UMP halo star CS 22892-052 [13] . Again the result of our calculations is given for comparison. Evidently, both comparisons reveal and confirm several im- figure 2 ), in particular for the isotopes in and beyond the A¥ 130 peak region, corresponding to a primary "main" r-process; (ii) the good agreement of observations and our calculations of elemental abundances in the range from Ba to Pb (see lower panel of figure 2); and (iii) the underproduction and pronounced odd-even-Z staggering in the yields below the A¥ 130 peak (see again the lower panel fo figure 2 ), indicating the need for a secondary "weak" r-process (for further discussion, see e.g. [16, 48] ).
This gives us confidence in proceeding to utilize the Th and U chronometers in order to provide age estimates not only for the aforementioned stellar object but also for other UMP halo stars. From recent element abundance ratio observations of Thorium to rare-earth elements and to Uranium in several UMP halo stars, chronometric ages of 14(3) Gyr have been determined, which are in good agreement with other, independent age determinations of the Universe [48] .
SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
In summary, we have reviewed the present status of the main nuclear data needs for the r-process, i.e. nuclear masses and gross β -decay properties. We concluded, that both progress in the theoretical predictions as well as in the experimental data base is needed in order to advance our knowledge.
The general approach will on the one hand have to rely on the fine-tuning of established macroscopicmicroscopic models, since this does not need extreme computer power. On the other hand, large-scale microscopic approaches demanding advanced calculation capacity have to be performed, improving the predictive power of the shell model. In addtion, relativistic mean field and HFB techniques need to be developed further.
On the experimental side of affairs, in particular further data on the quenching of magic numbers -which have been fixed at stability -in the realm of neutron-rich nuclei is needed. Apart from the main nuclear properties level densities, giant and soft dipole resonance behaviour, decay schemes and properties of fission should be experimentally addressed. Simple and fast access to such experimental results via a uniform definition of data exchange formats on measured and derived quantities would be most helpful [49] .
Hence, given the close interaction between astronomy, cosmo-chemistry, nuclear physics and astrophysical modelling of explosive scenarios, there is hope to finally solve the problem of the "origin of the heavy elements between Fe and Th, U", which has recently been considered number three of "The 11 Greatest Unanswered Questions in Physics" [50] .
